
Protecting long term plans

Marcia’s savings are modest, but she’s worked 
hard for every penny. She wants to travel to 
Italy, pay for her daughter’s wedding, and leave 
something behind for those she loves. But she’s 
seen how quickly the cost of long term care 
can deplete a lifetime of savings. She wants to 
make sure a traumatic accident or illness won’t 
threaten her nest egg. 

Unum’s Long Term Care (LTC) Rider can help you protect your savings.  

If you weather a serious disability,  
could your finances ride out the storm?

Long Term Care Rider

How long term care benefits work
Here is an example of how this LTC rider can help you 

finance a period of long term care. This illustration is  

based on an insured individual who has a $25,000 Life 

Insurance policy.*

Benefits for the long haul
We all wish for a long and prosperous life. However, a 
longer life can also mean long term treatment in a nursing 
home or assisted living facility. Most of us are not prepared 
for the costs associated with this kind of care. 

You may be surprised to learn that long term care isn’t 
covered by health or other insurance policies. And waiting 
to buy long term care coverage may not be in your best 
interest.  In fact, the younger you are, the less expensive 
it is.

By adding a Long Term Care Rider to your Life Insurance 
policy, you can help protect your savings from being 
drained by this expensive care. Most importantly, this 
coverage allows you to use the benefit whether you 
receive care at home, in a long term care facility, an 
assisted living facility, an adult day care, or a nursing home.

How to apply) To learn more, watch for
information from your employer.
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HIGHLIGHTS (HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE)

RIDER — Employer-selected

LTC pays 6% monthly benefit for either 
LTC facility benefit or assisted living facility 
benefit

$1,500 
per month

LTC pays 4% monthly benefit for home 
health care or adult day care

$1,000 
per month

Payments reduce the death benefit until exhausted 
(approximately 16 months)

*  Assumes there are no outstanding policy loans.

Provident Life and Accident Insurance Company (Unum)



Get the coverage you need.

Here are the advantages of our Long Term  
Care Rider:
• Available at initial offering to employees and spouses ages 

15 to 70. All newly eligible adult policies will automatically 
receive the Long Term Care Rider.

• Available with policy’s specified amount (face amount) of  
at least $10,000.

• For long term care facility, nursing home care or assisted 
living facility, provides a maximum monthly benefit that  
is the lesser of:

 – 6% of the death benefit less any policy debt at the end  
 of the waiting period, or

 – $3,000.

• For home health care or adult day care, provides a 
maximum monthly benefit that is the lesser of:

 – 4% of the death benefit less any policy debt at the end  
 of the waiting period;

 – your actual monthly expenses; or

 – $1,500.

• Benefits are payable once you have been receiving long 
term care for 90 days, subject to the conditions of the rider.

• If you are receiving benefits, you don’t have to pay the 
policy’s monthly premiums, even if your policy does not 
have the Waiver of Premium Rider.

• The benefit period maximum is 100% of the death benefit,  
less any policy debt at the end of the waiting period for 
each benefit period.

• The cost is based on your age at issue and whether you  
use tobacco.

• The rider is tax-qualified, which means that any benefits 
you receive will not be taxed.**

• Premiums are non-cancellable and cannot be increased.

For Whole Life coverage, the following option may be 
available for employees and spouses age 15-50:
You can pay an adjusted premium, so your policy will be paid up 
by age 70. Your Life coverage and Long Term Care coverage will 
continue as long as you keep your Life policy. 
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See your outline of coverage for additional details. 
** Under current tax laws. 

Underwritten by: Provident Life and Accident Insurance Company, Chattanooga, Tennessee

Unum complies with all state civil union and domestic partner laws when applicable.

This information is not intended to be a complete description of the insurance coverage 
available. The coverage may vary or be unavailable in some states. The coverage has 
exclusions and limitations that may affect any benefits payable. For complete details of 
coverage and availability, please refer to the Long Term Care rider and to policy form 
L-21848, L-21848-70, L-21825 or contact your Unum representative.
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